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Satellite lines from high temperature and high 
density plasma are used in plasma diagnostics_ Electron 
temperature is inferred by an intensity ratio of satellite line 
to Lya of H-like ions. Electron density can be inferred by 
intensity ratio of satellite lines, which have density 
dependence. However Lya used for electron temperature is 
strongly affected by opacity. When a satellite line spectrum 
was measured with bad resolution, satellite lines used for 
electron density overlap with another satellite lines. 
In this study, electron temperature and density 
were inferred from the measured satellite lines of H-like 
Mg ions in laser produced plasma by using high-resolution 
spectrometer [1,2]. We found a new diagnostics for 
electron temperature [3]. The method to measure electron 
temperature uses satellite lines only and does not use Lya. 
Ratio of intensity between dielectronic satellites from states 
with different principal quantum number n has strong 
dependence on electron temperature. By high-resolution 
spectrometer, several satellite lines of I s31 - 21'3/ are 
clearly resolved with Lya. The ratio of satellite line Is3d 
'D, - 2p3d 'F3 ( f) to ls2p 'P, - 2p' 'D, (J ) was used for 
inference of electron temperature. While electron density 
was inferred by traditionary ratio that uses satellite line 
Is2p 3p -2p' 3p (A, B) to J. 
In order to infer electron temperature and density, 
we constructed collisional-radiative model including 
doubly excited states [3,4]. Energy level includes singly 
excited states I snl, doubly excited states 21nl and 31nl, 
ground states Is' of He-like ions, states of n :S 3 of H-Iike 
ions. Included atomic processes for the model are 
collisional excitation I de-excitation by electron impact, 
radiative transition, ionization I three body recombination, 
radiative recombination, and auto ionization I dielectronic 
capture. Atomic data for dielectronic satellite used that of 
Vinshtein and Safronova [5]. Line profile for all lines used 
Vogit profile with the instrumental width of 0.5 rnA and 
thermal doppler width by T, = T" where T, and T, are ion 
and electron temperature, respectively. 
Figure 1 shows several intensity ratios as a 
function of electron temperature. Ratios of IQ I h Ir I h 
and IA IIJ do not depend on temperature. While a ratio Ifl IJ 
shows strong dependence in term of electron temperature. 
Electron temperature is inferred below about 1 keY. 
Comparison between the measured and 
theoretical satellite line spectra is shown in figure 2. 
Electron temperature in this spectra, inferred to be 200 eV 
using intensity ratio Ifll;. Furthermore electron density is 5 
x 10'0 cm·3 using intensity ratio for IA I I;. Background 
intensity of the measured spectra was estimated by 
416 
independent ratio Ir I IJ in term of both electron 
temperature and density. 
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of theoretical line intensity 
ratio at N, = lO20cm·3 in an ionization equilibrium. Bold 
solid line is for I J I hya. Thin lines are intensity ratios for I Q 
IIJ (solid line), Ir I IJ (dotted line), IA IIJ (dot-dashed line) 
and Ifl IJ (dot-dot-dashed lines). Q: Is2s 's, - 2s2p 3p" and 
T: Is2s 'So - 2s2p 'Pl' 
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Fig. 2. The measured (thin line) and theoretical spectra 
(bold lines). Solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines are the 
sum of satellite lines and Lya, the sum of all the satellite 
lines Isnl- 21'nl (n = 2, 3,4, and 5), Lya lines. T, = 200eV, 
T, = 200eV, and N, = 5 x 1020cm·3 
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